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Graduation is an ensiling time. It is both, completion and commencement; it is the time to 
rejoice the warm memories of the past and embracing new dreams for the future. Kindergarten 
Graduation Day celebration was 

The Graduation Day is a happy and momentous occasion for the little ones as they gather to 
celebrate the culmination of their Activity Wing years marking the beginning of a more formal system 
of schooling. 

The most awaited UKG Grad
15th of March 2023. 

 

Every child is unique; we appreciate a child's individuality and try to nurture his
strength. The aim of education is all about helping the child to realize and explore his
potentialities and latent talent. The future of our world depends on our children.

I strongly feel that education is a blend of academic excellence and creativity
Principal of the school; my motto is to encourage and empower our students to grow as a strong, 
reflective and humble individuals with discerning minds, prepared to make a mark in all spheres of 
life. 

God bless you! 
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GRADUATION DAY - 15th March, 2023 

Graduation is an ensiling time. It is both, completion and commencement; it is the time to 
rejoice the warm memories of the past and embracing new dreams for the future. Kindergarten 

 an important milestone. 

The Graduation Day is a happy and momentous occasion for the little ones as they gather to 
celebrate the culmination of their Activity Wing years marking the beginning of a more formal system 

The most awaited UKG Graduation ceremony was celebrated with great delight and fun on 

Every child is unique; we appreciate a child's individuality and try to nurture his
strength. The aim of education is all about helping the child to realize and explore his
potentialities and latent talent. The future of our world depends on our children. 

I strongly feel that education is a blend of academic excellence and creativity
Principal of the school; my motto is to encourage and empower our students to grow as a strong, 
reflective and humble individuals with discerning minds, prepared to make a mark in all spheres of 
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Graduation is an ensiling time. It is both, completion and commencement; it is the time to 
rejoice the warm memories of the past and embracing new dreams for the future. Kindergarten 

The Graduation Day is a happy and momentous occasion for the little ones as they gather to 
celebrate the culmination of their Activity Wing years marking the beginning of a more formal system 

uation ceremony was celebrated with great delight and fun on 

Every child is unique; we appreciate a child's individuality and try to nurture his/her 
strength. The aim of education is all about helping the child to realize and explore his/her 

 

I strongly feel that education is a blend of academic excellence and creativity. And as the 
Principal of the school; my motto is to encourage and empower our students to grow as a strong, 
reflective and humble individuals with discerning minds, prepared to make a mark in all spheres of 
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 VIDHYA AARAMBH CEREMONY

 

 

 

 

 

 WELCOME PARTY -

 

 

 

 

With the commencement 
of the new session, our 
preschoolers had a delightful 
greeting event in the form of 
welcome party, providing a warm 
and inviting atmosphere. The party 
provided an opportunity to the 
children to build relationships and 
make it a memorable and 
celebrating occasion. 
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VIDHYA AARAMBH CEREMONY - 16th March, 2023 

 

- 1st April, 2023 

 

On 16
the tiny tots of St Conrad’s 
stepped into the world of 
education through the initiation 
ceremony 
Principal of the school Rev. 
Father Joachim Xess cordially 
welcomed the gathering. The 
programme commenced with the 
ceremonial lighting of the lamp 
followed by the introduction of 
the Activity wing teachers who 
will be the guide to the 
from informal learning 
environment to a structured 
academic journey.
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On 16th of March 2023, 
the tiny tots of St Conrad’s 
stepped into the world of 
education through the initiation 
ceremony Vidhya Aarambh. The 
Principal of the school Rev. 
Father Joachim Xess cordially 
welcomed the gathering. The 
programme commenced with the 
ceremonial lighting of the lamp 
followed by the introduction of 
the Activity wing teachers who 
will be the guide to the children 
from informal learning 
environment to a structured 
academic journey. 
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 HANDS ON CRAFT ACTIVITY

 

 

 

                                      

 WORLD HEALTH DAY ACTIVITY

 

 

 

 

 

 

To make sure our lower kindergarten batch feel enough welcomed, we organized a 
‘HANDS ON CRAFT ACTIVITY’
activity provided a tactile experience for children by engaging their senses and enhancing the
creativity and self identity. 

As the children grow up, it becomes our responsibility to make them aware of several health 
issues. So our school took the initiative, t
lunch boxes. The students also decorated health awareness posters which were then distributed in the 
neighborhood of our school. 
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HANDS ON CRAFT ACTIVITY - 5th April, 2023 

                                      

WORLD HEALTH DAY ACTIVITY - 10th April, 2023 

 

To make sure our lower kindergarten batch feel enough welcomed, we organized a 
‘HANDS ON CRAFT ACTIVITY’ where the handprints of all the students were taken. The 
activity provided a tactile experience for children by engaging their senses and enhancing the

As the children grow up, it becomes our responsibility to make them aware of several health 
our school took the initiative, the UKG staff teachers asked the little kids to bring healthy 

lunch boxes. The students also decorated health awareness posters which were then distributed in the 
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 TREASURE HUNT ACTIVITY

 

 

 

 

 

 BAISAKHI COLOURING COMPETITION

 

 

 

 

Surprise gifts have a unique way of making children feel exceptionally happy and uplifted. So we 
decided to teach the toddlers of Nursery a moral value along with a fun treasure hunt activity.   Children 
were supposed to find the hidden gifts with all necessary hardwork if they wished to get them. With this 
activity, they were taught that with hardwork and dedication they can find any of the hidden treasures of 
life. 

To celebrate the enormous festival of Baisakhi and to invoke the artists in our UKG students, 
a competition was organized. The toddlers were provided with outlined posters which they filled with 
vibrant colours and heartfelt affection.
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ACTIVITY - 15th April, 2023 

 

BAISAKHI COLOURING COMPETITION - 15th April, 2023 

Surprise gifts have a unique way of making children feel exceptionally happy and uplifted. So we 
decided to teach the toddlers of Nursery a moral value along with a fun treasure hunt activity.   Children 

the hidden gifts with all necessary hardwork if they wished to get them. With this 
activity, they were taught that with hardwork and dedication they can find any of the hidden treasures of 

To celebrate the enormous festival of Baisakhi and to invoke the artists in our UKG students, 
a competition was organized. The toddlers were provided with outlined posters which they filled with 
vibrant colours and heartfelt affection. 
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 RED AND GREEN COLOUR DAY - 20th April, 2023 

 

 

 

 

 EARTH IS OUR HOME, LET’S SAVE OUR HOME ACTIVITY - 21st April, 2023 

  

“Little  

 

 

 MY GREEN PLANET EARTH ACTIVITY - 21st April, 2023 

 

 

 

 

 LET’S SMILE COMPETITION - 24th April, 2023 

 

 

 

 MY WORLD OF COLOURS – COLOURING COMPETITION - 24th April, 2023 

 

 

 

 FRUITS DAY - 29th April, 2023 

 

  

It is important for our Nursery tiny tots to live their childhood to the fullest. To make it true, 
fun filled activities are organized for them. One of which was Red and Green colour day, whereby 
our Nursery students came dressed up in Red and Green coloured dresses learning symbolic 
significance of colours. On 20th of April, our little learners enhanced their visual perception and 
colour recognition skills. 

“Little hands, big hearts, together we can protect our world’s parts”. 

To embark the Earth Day’s celebration, our dedicated teachers shared captivating stones 
about nature conservation followed by craft activity where students eagerly delved commitment into 
their scrap files, expressing their commitment to protect and care for the Earth. 

One of the up growing issues in today’s world is to maintain greenery on the planet. Our 
students understood this problem and wished to preserve their future. This little effort to make the 
earth green, with the encouragement of UKG teachers and parents, it was proved that our youngest 
learners have the power to make the positive impact on our planet. 

``Every smile is a spark of joy that can light up the world`` this unique competition was 
conducted to celebrate the joy that some characters bring to our lives. Our little participants of 
Nursery dressed up as their favourite character that brings smile on every face, and brighten our 
souls. 

To reflect the creative skills and explore the enchanting world of colours, colouring 
competition was conducted for LKG class. The guidance of their class teachers motivated them to 
bring out the artist hidden in them. 

We all believe that children show more interest in learning if it is made interesting and fun for 
them to learn. Keeping this fact in mind, the school management organized Fruits day activity for the 
Nursery toddlers of our school. They all came dressed up in colourful fruits costumes on 29th April 
2023. All the students were then asked names of certain fruits which they were able to recognize 
accurately. 
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 NEW SESSION BEGINS

 

 

 

 NEW CABINET INSTALLATION

 

 

 

 
 

Every year at the end of the session, the students march forward to their new classes embracing the 
warm memories of the previous class and clasping the big dreams for the future. This year, the special day 
when our students climbed one step further on the ladder to success was on 23

“A leader is the one who knows the way, goes the way and shows the way”. 
one of the important units of the school that functions as a link between the students and the management.

This year on 5th of April 2023, the new cabinet instal
Rev. Father Principal, Rev. Father Vice Principal and Sir Gyanendra were invited as the chief guests to 
honour the programme with their presence
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SENIOR WING 

 

NEW SESSION BEGINS - 23rd March, 2023 

NEW CABINET INSTALLATION - 5th April, 2023 

Every year at the end of the session, the students march forward to their new classes embracing the 
the previous class and clasping the big dreams for the future. This year, the special day 

when our students climbed one step further on the ladder to success was on 23rd of March 2023.

“A leader is the one who knows the way, goes the way and shows the way”. 
one of the important units of the school that functions as a link between the students and the management.

This year on 5th of April 2023, the new cabinet installation ceremony was conducted, whereby 
Rev. Father Principal, Rev. Father Vice Principal and Sir Gyanendra were invited as the chief guests to 
honour the programme with their presence.   
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Every year at the end of the session, the students march forward to their new classes embracing the 
the previous class and clasping the big dreams for the future. This year, the special day 

of March 2023. 

“A leader is the one who knows the way, goes the way and shows the way”. The school cabinet is 
one of the important units of the school that functions as a link between the students and the management. 
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 HINDI DEBATE COMPETITION - 15th April, 2023 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 GROUP RECITATION COMPETITION - 19th April, 2023 
 

 

 

 

 

 

The topic for class VI was: - “ या 

जानवरो को पजंरो म ेरखना चा हए?”And for 

classes VII and VIII was: - “ या सगंीत 

तनाव कम करने म े सहायक है?” This 

competition truly showcased the talents of 
our students. The students who stood out 
from the crowd were the winners. In class 
VI – Shambhavi Nagayach and Samridhhi 
Rajpal, in class VII Nimisha Singh and 
Mithisha Jauhari, and the winners for class 
VIII were Agamya Gupta and Pratyusha 
Agarwal. 

In today’s era, when everyone is in pursuit of English proficiency, our duty at the same time is to 
make our students excel in our mother tongue too i.e. Hindi. That is why Hindi debate competition was 
conducted for the students of classes VI to VIII on 15th April 2023. The two of our very experienced 
teachers from the Hindi department, Ma’am Batika and Ma’am Kala took the responsibility to conduct 
the competition smoothly. 

 

“Alone, we can do so little; together 
we can do so much”. 

Group Recitation fosters 
teamwork, synchronization and 
collaboration. The competition was 
conducted for class IV and V to 
make them understand the 
importance of harmonious 
performance. The students for sure 
blew up our minds with their 
mesmerizing and fabulous poems.  

The section B from the classes really proved to be the deserving winners. Class IV B led by their 
class teacher Ma’am Rashmi Mehra who is one of our most experienced and reliable staff members 
triumphed as a winner and class V, V B was the winner. The event was judged by Ma’am Nishtha 
Tripathi and Ma’am Monisha K Taneja 
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 SOLO DANCE COMPETITION

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 SCIENCE & COMMERCE QUIZ COMPETITION 

` 

“Dance is the joy of movement and heart of life”.

We, as the school management, never fail to 
25th of April 2023, there came the time to assess the dancing skills of students of classes I to III. All the 
performers danced in sync on enchanting bollywood songs as they rejoiced every single movem
made. For sure every single participant deserved a prize but as the format goes, the judges 
Singh Ma’am and Nikita Chattwal Ma’am; Father Vice Principal and our ex
announced the winners for all the three classes 
Cheema, Class II Mayasha Jindal and for Class III

A quiz competition was organized for the senior wing of our school 
responsibility of hosting this event was taken up by Arsh Narang Sir and Jude Sir. All the students 
performed brilliantly. The competition helped in knowledge enhancement of students and enriched 
their critical thinking skills. 
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SOLO DANCE COMPETITION - 25th April, 2023 

SCIENCE & COMMERCE QUIZ COMPETITION - 23rd April, 2023 

“Dance is the joy of movement and heart of life”. 

We, as the school management, never fail to test the talents of our students in various fields. On 
of April 2023, there came the time to assess the dancing skills of students of classes I to III. All the 

performers danced in sync on enchanting bollywood songs as they rejoiced every single movem
made. For sure every single participant deserved a prize but as the format goes, the judges 
Singh Ma’am and Nikita Chattwal Ma’am; Father Vice Principal and our ex-Conradian Shrishty Gupta 
announced the winners for all the three classes respectively. Winners from class I was Sachleen K. 
Cheema, Class II Mayasha Jindal and for Class III-Princy Kushwah. 

A quiz competition was organized for the senior wing of our school - Classes IX to XII. The 
responsibility of hosting this event was taken up by Arsh Narang Sir and Jude Sir. All the students 
performed brilliantly. The competition helped in knowledge enhancement of students and enriched 
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test the talents of our students in various fields. On 
of April 2023, there came the time to assess the dancing skills of students of classes I to III. All the 

performers danced in sync on enchanting bollywood songs as they rejoiced every single movement they 
made. For sure every single participant deserved a prize but as the format goes, the judges - Deepali 

Conradian Shrishty Gupta 
respectively. Winners from class I was Sachleen K. 
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responsibility of hosting this event was taken up by Arsh Narang Sir and Jude Sir. All the students 
performed brilliantly. The competition helped in knowledge enhancement of students and enriched 

 


